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Key Points: 

 The phase boundaries of CaCO3 polymorphs are sensitive to temperature at high 

pressures. 

 At high temperatures, the high pressure re-stabilization of CaCO3 over MgCO3 is found 

to be unfavorable. 

 CaCO3 polymorphs readily reacts with SiO2 even in the cold subduction slabs down to 

the Earth’s deep mantle. 
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 1 

Abstract 2 

As an important component of carbonates in the mantle, CaCO3 is a major carrier of 3 

carbon from the surface to the deep interiors. In recent years, new varieties of CaCO3 4 

polymorphs have been continuously predicted by first principles simulations and verified by 5 

experiments. The findings of these polymorphs open the possibility of stabilizing CaCO3 6 

component in the lower most mantle. Here, through extensive first principles simulations, we 7 

inspect the stability and reactions of high-pressure CaCO3 polymorphs at high temperatures. 8 

Special efforts were made to eliminate the systematic errors in the simulation results and increase 9 

the predictability of the simulations.Systematic errors from approximations to the exchange-10 

correlation functional in density functional theory have been essentially eliminated with a 11 

generalized rescaling method to increase the predictability of the simulations. We find 12 

temperature has important effects on the stabilities and the reactions of CaCO3 polymorphs with 13 

mantle minerals. In particular, the tetrahedrally structured CaCO3-polymorph (space group 14 

P21/c) is found to be sensitive to temperature with a positive Clapeyron slope of 15.81(6) 15 

MPa/K. Reacting with MgSiO3, CaCO3 is shown to be less stable than MgCO3 over the whole 16 

mantle pressures (to ~136 GPa) above ~1500 K. And CaCO3 is demonstrated to readily react 17 

with SiO2 even in the cold subduction slabs. Thus high temperature greatly increases the 18 

tendency of partitioning calcium into the silicates and CaCO3 is not likely to be the major host of 19 

carbon in the Earth’s deep mantle. 20 

 21 

 22 

1 Introduction 23 

CaCO3 is a common component in rocks at the Earth’s surface and in the marine 24 

sediments. Through the transport of altered oceanic lithosphere and carbonaceous sediments in 25 

subduction zones, it can be cycled into the mantle and may have impacts as far down to the 26 

transition zone or lower mantle as inferred from inclusions in the sublithospheric minerals and 27 

diamonds (Kaminsky, 2012; Zedgenizov et al., 2016). As a vital proxy of carbon (Keppler et al., 28 

2003; Luth, 1999), CaCO3 is important not only in connecting the surficial volatiles with those in 29 

the Earth’s interiors (Luth, 1999;2014), but also in the melting in the mantle (Hammouda & 30 

Keshav, 2015), and may be closely related with the formation of super-deep diamonds (Walter et 31 

al., 2011). The phase relations of CaCO3 and its reactions with other minerals are indispensable 32 

to quantitatively understand the roles played by CaCO3 in the deep mantle. 33 

Through decades of experimental and theoretical efforts, current knowledge of phase 34 

relations in carbonate systems advance significantly (see Shatskiy et al. (2015) and references 35 

therein). For the end-member CaCO3, recent studies at high pressures demonstrate that it shows 36 

more complex structures and has a greater variety of polymorphs than expected. Besides the 37 

well-known calcite (and related metastable phases calcite I-III) and aragonite (Suito et al., 2001), 38 

compressed polymorphs of CaCO3 have been predicted by ab initio simulations (Oganov et al., 39 

2006; Oganov et al., 2008) and verified by high pressure experiments (Merlini et al., 2012; Ono 40 

et al., 2007). Pickard and Needs (2015) carried out calculations using ab initio random structure 41 

searching technique and discovered some additional monoclinic CaCO3-polymorphs that are 42 

more stable at the pressures of the topmost and lower part of the lower mantle. Through state-of-43 
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the-art in-situ experimental techniques, these new phases or their analogues have been observed 44 

in several most recent studies (Gavryushkin et al., 2017; Lobanov et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). 45 

Despite the findings of these high-pressure polymorphs, there are still significant uncertainties as 46 

to the stability of CaCO3-polymorphs at simultaneously high pressures and high temperatures 47 

and remarkable discrepancies still exist in the phase boundaries constrained from different 48 

approaches (Li et al., 2018). 49 

The greater variety of CaCO3-polymorphs as compared with other carbonate components 50 

increases the possibility that CaCO3 may be stable at high pressures in the lower mantle (Oganov 51 

et al., 2008; Pickard & Needs, 2015). Considering the major minerals in the lower mantle and 52 

basaltic subduction slabs, three typical reactions are relevant (Oganov et al., 2008): 53 

CaCO3 + MgO = CaO + MgCO3            (R1) 54 

CaCO3 + MgSiO3 = CaSiO3 + MgCO3   (R2) 55 

CaCO3 + SiO2 = CaSiO3 + CO2 or CaCO3 + SiO2 = CaSiO3 + C + O2  (R3) 56 

Previous theoretical calculations find that the reactants in reactions (R1) and (R3) are more stable 57 

relative to the products over the mantle pressures (Oganov et al., 2008; Pickard & Needs, 2015). 58 

They also show that the stability of CaCO3 over MgCO3 in reaction (R2) can be achieved above 59 

~100 GPa (Pickard & Needs, 2015). Thus CaCO3 could be re-stabilized and become the main 60 

host of carbon in the lower most mantle. This is opposed to extrapolations from experiments at 61 

modest pressures (Biellmann et al., 1993; Li et al., 2018). Since these previous simulations have 62 

not considered the vibrations of ionswere carried out under static conditions (T=0), it is unclear 63 

whether or not the predicted re-stabilization of CaCO3 still hold at high temperatures. 64 

To inspect the stability and reactions of CaCO3 polymorphs in the Earth’s deep mantle, 65 

especially at high temperatures, we systematically investigated the phase boundaries of the 66 

CaCO3 and the reaction lines of (R1-R3) over mantle T-P conditions in this study. Extensive first 67 

principles lattice dynamics and molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out to 68 

comprehensively clarify the temperature effects. Our calculations in this study demonstrate that 69 

CaCO3 readily reacts with silicates even along the temperature profiles in cold subduction slabs 70 

and therefore cannot be the major host of carbon in the deep mantle. 71 

 72 

2 Methods 73 

2.1. Candidate phases and nomenclatures 74 

Based on previous theoretical studies (Oganov et al., 2006; Oganov et al., 2008; Pickard 75 

& Needs, 2015) and experiments (Merlini et al., 2012; Ono et al., 2007; Ono et al., 2005), we 76 

consider eight high pressure polymorphs of CaCO3 that are relevant to the mantle conditions in 77 

this study, namely: aragonite (space group Pmcn), “aragonite-II” (space group P21/c), “post-78 

aragonite” (space group Pmmn), “CaCO3-P21/c-l”, “CaCO3-Pnma-h”, “CaCO3-P21/c-h”, 79 

“pyroxene-type” (space group C2221) and “CaCO3-VI” (space group 1P ). Since most of these 80 

polymorphs have no official names yet, we use the same nomenclatures (non-officials with 81 

quotation marks) as in the previous studies for better references. In particular, the “aragonite-II” 82 

phase is a distorted structure of aragonite proposed by Gavryushkin et al. (2017); the “post-83 

aragonite” phase corresponds to that examined in the experiments by Ono et al. (2005) and 84 
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simulations by Oganov et al. (2006); the phases of “CaCO3-P21/c-l”, “CaCO3-Pnma-h” and 85 

“CaCO3-P21/c-h” are those predicted by Pickard and Needs (2015), among which the “CaCO3-86 

P21/c-l” phase is similar to the “CaCO3-VII” phase observed by Gavryushkin et al. (2017) and Li 87 

et al. (2018) and the “CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase is closely related with that detected by Lobanov et 88 

al. (2017); the “pyroxene-type” phase corresponds to the “phase I” predicted by Oganov et al. 89 

(2006) and may be relevant to that found by Ono et al. (2007); and finally the “CaCO3-VI” phase 90 

as found by Merlini et al. (2012), is similar to the “phase II” predicted by Oganov et al. (2006). 91 

For convenience all these structures are provided in the supporting information (Data Set S1) in 92 

the form of crystallographic information files (.cif). 93 

 94 

2.2. Simulations 95 

First principles simulations are carried out with VASP with the projector-augmented-96 

wave (PAW) method (Kresse and Joubert, 1999). We focus on the Local Density Approximation 97 

(LDA) in this study, and eliminate the systematic errors through the well-established re-scaling 98 

method proposed in our previous studies (Zhang and Liu, 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). The core 99 

radii are 2.3 a.u. for Ca (with [Ne] core), 1.5 a.u. for C (with [He] core), 1.52 a.u. for O (with 100 

[He] core). 101 

Lattice constants and internal coordinates in the unit cells of the CaCO3 polymorphs at 102 

static conditions are fully relaxed with an energy cutoff of 1000 eV for the plane wave basis set 103 

and a convergence criterion of 10-8 eV for the electronic self-consistent loop. We use a Brillouin 104 

zone sampling grid of spacing 0.3 Å-1, which is well converged as revealed by our benchmarks 105 

with finer spacing of 0.2 Å-1. 106 

Lattice dynamics (LD) simulations are carried out through finite displacement method 107 

with the aid of the package Phonopy (Togo and Tanaka, 2015). The interatomic force constants 108 

are calculated by setting a displacement amplitude of 0.01 Å for each atom. The supercell is 109 

defined with the length of each lattice vector larger than 8 Å and therefore contains 80-160 atoms 110 

(details of the constructed supercells and number of atoms for the eight polymorphs are listed in 111 

the supporting information (Table S1)). To evaluate the vibrational density of state (VDOS), a 112 

323232 mesh is used for the q-point sampling in the first Brillouin zone. In the framework of 113 

quasi-harmonic approximation theory, we can conveniently obtain various thermodynamic 114 

properties at finite temperatures through options provided by Phonopy. The generated parameters 115 

for the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) from 300 K to 900 K can be found in Data Set 116 

S2 in the supporting information. 117 

We have also carried out extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations from 1000 K 118 

to 3500 K to account for possible anharmonicity that may be important at high temperatures 119 

(Zhang et al., 2013). The equivalent supercells used in the above-mentioned phonon calculations 120 

are constructed for the MD simulations. At each time step (1 fs interval), the electronic structure 121 

is calculated at the Brillouin zone center with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and iteration 122 

convergence criterion of 10-6 eV. MD trajectories are propagated in the NVT ensemble with the 123 

Nosé thermostat for 5-10 ps, with the first 3 ps discarded for pre-equilibrium. Larger supercells 124 

and longer durations generate unchanged properties within the statistical uncertainties. We 125 

carefully inspect the simulated structures in the MD trajectories to ensure that the correct phase 126 
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is maintained during the calculations of the thermodynamic properties. These MD simulation 127 

results are regressed with the following Mie-Gruneisen EOS: 128 

   C s s, , ( )VP V T P V T C T T
V


        (1) 129 

where PC is the reference isotherm at Ts=900 K (also serve as the switching temperature as 130 

mentioned in section 3.1) that can be accurately reproduced with the Birch-Murnaghan EOS,  is 131 

the Gruneisen parameter and we simplify it to be linear with V by =a+b*(V-Vs0)/Vx (Vs0 is the 132 

volume at zero pressure and Ts; Vx is an arbitrary auxiliary parameter, which is chose here to be 133 

40.1873 cm3/mol as consistent with our previous study (Zhang & Liu, 2015)), CV is the isochoric 134 

heat capacity. Keeping the parameters at Ts the same as those by LD simulations, we regress the 135 

simulated pressures and internal energies differences respect to those at Ts and get the parameters 136 

as listed in Table S12 in the supporting information. 137 

 138 

2.3. Correction to the simulation results 139 

It is well-known that LDA typically over-binds structures and therefore usually 140 

underestimates the volumes in a wide variety of systems. As discussed in our previous studies 141 

(Zhang and Liu, 2015; Zhang et al., 2013), the aposterioria generalized rescaling method can be 142 

used to effectively eliminate the well-known systematic errors in the simulated volumes obtained 143 

from density functional theory (DFT). The rescaling provides results that are essentially 144 

independent of the choice of exchange-correlation functional, and is needed for obtaining 145 

experimentally accurate results. If we choose the aragonite phase as a reference phase and 300 K 146 

as a reference temperature (T0=300 K), and by assuming the systematic errors depend only on the 147 

volume and are the same for all phases, we get the following relationships for the Helmholtz free 148 

energy and pressure: 149 
LDA LDA

arag 0 arag 0( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )F V T F V T F V T F V T        (2) 150 

LDA LDA

arag 0 arag 0( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )P V T P V T P V T P V T         (3) 151 

The left hand side is the corrected value for the phase of interest at P and T, and the first 152 

term on the right-hand side is the calculated value for the same phase at the same P and T. The 153 

next two terms make up the correction to the LDA results based on the calculated (LDA) and 154 

expected properties of aragonite respectively. The expected results of Farag and Parag at T0 can be 155 

further evaluated by rescaling the corresponding simulated results:  156 

exp exp LDA
exp LDA LDA LDA0 0 0

arag 0 arag 0 0 arag 0 arag 0 0LDA LDA exp

0 0 0

( , )= ( , ) , ( , )
V K V

F V T F V T F V T F V T
V K V

  
   

  
      (4) 157 

exp LDA
LDA0 0

arag 0 arag 0LDA exp

0 0

( , ) ( , )
K V

P V T P V T
K V

      (5) 158 
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where subscript 0 refer to properties of aragonite at zero pressure and 300 K, and K is the 159 

isothermal bulk modulus. Note that in Eqn. (4) there is still an unknown parameter of 160 
exp

arag 0 0( , )F V T  for deriving the absolute free energy. For the calculations of a one-component 161 

phase diagram, as presented in the next section, only the relative magnitude of the free energy is 162 

needed so that we can arbitrarily choose it to be 
LDA LDA

arag 0 0( , )F V T . The choices of other parameters 163 

in these formulas are described in the caption of Fig. 1. 164 

 165 

3 Results and Discussion 166 

3.1. Phase diagram of CaCO3 167 

Many experimental measurements have been accumulated for aragonite, which facilitates 168 

a comparison with our simulations. We show in Fig. 1(a) that the simulations with the LDA 169 

underestimate the pressures by about 3-5 GPa over the T-P regime involved in the presently 170 

available experiments for aragonite. These volume-dependent systematic errors can be 171 

essentially eliminated through our above-mentioned re-scaling corrections, even for higher-172 

temperature conditions (as revealed in the inset plot of Fig. 1(a)) and for other higher-pressure 173 

polymorphs (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). The success for the achieved accuracies in high pressure 174 

polymorphs is remarkable and important since most other polymorphs considered in this study 175 

have few or even no experimental data, especially at very high temperatures and pressures. 176 

With a closer inspection over the high temperature data of the corrected results in the 177 

inset plot of Fig. 1(a), it can be found that the lattice dynamics (LD) simulations predict slightly 178 

higher pressures at large volumes while those simulated by molecular dynamics (MD) are in very 179 

good agreement with the experiments; this implies an increasingly prominent influence of 180 

anharmonicity. To combine the merits of both approaches, we choose a switching temperature 181 

(Ts) of 900 K, below which we adopt the LD simulation results to accurately account for the 182 

quantum effects and above which we use those the thermal properties respect to Ts by MD 183 

simulations to implicitly account for the possible anharmonicity. While it is possible to adopt 184 

more rigorous calculations for the anharmonicity at high temperatures (i.e. Monserrat, et al, 185 

2013; Zhang, et al., 2014), the simple way of combining the lattice dynamics and molecular 186 

dynamics simulations would be adequate for the purpose of this study. 187 

 188 
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Figure 1. Comparisons between the simulations in this study and the experiments in the 193 

literature: (a) aragonite at 300 K and 973 K (inset); (b) other polymorphs at 300 K. The dashed 194 

curves and open stars (at 973 K) are the raw results by lattice dynamics (LD) simulations and 195 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, respectively. We apply the rescaling corrections to these 196 

raw results and obtain the solid curves and filled stars. The parameters for the re-scaling (Eqns. 197 

(2-5)) are: V0
exp=34.20 cm3/mol and K0

exp=67.1 GPa (from Ono et al. (2005)); V0
LDA=32.75 198 

cm3/mol and K0
LDA=75.0 GPa. In (b), we plot the data (experiments with points and simulations 199 

with lines) for polymorphs in different colors: “CaCO3-VI” in blue, “aragonite-II” in black, 200 

“CaCO3-P21/c-l” in red, “post-aragonte” in purple and “pyroxene-type” in cyan. Data for the 201 
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“CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase, which is closely similar with the “pyroxene-type” phase, are also shown 202 

in magenta. Note that the pressures of the experiments by Ono et al. (2005; 2007) are re-203 

calculated with a more accurate pressure-scale proposed by Fei et al. (2007). 204 

 205 

The relative stabilities of the polymorphs considered in this study were evaluated from 206 

their Gibbs free energies. Applying the corrections to the systematic errors, we obtain the free 207 

energy curves relative to that of aragonite, as shown in Fig. 2. At 300 K, aragonite transforms to 208 

the “CaCO3-P21/c-l” phase at 23.6 GPa and then to the “post-aragonite” phase at 45.2 GPa. 209 

When pressure is further increased to 56.4 GPa, the “CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase becomes stable and 210 

persists to higher pressures. Increasing temperature to 2000 K slightly lowers the pressure of the 211 

first two phase transitions to about 19.4 GPa and 42.1 GPa but significantly broadens the phase 212 

regime of the “post-aragonite” phase to 87.4 GPa. The other four phases are unstable over the 213 

pressure and temperature range considered in this study. Among them, the “aragonite-II” phase 214 

is only marginally unstable relative to the stable phase with a minimum free energy difference of 215 

only about 0.4 kJ/mol (i.e. 0.8 meV/atom) in the vicinity of 30-40 GPa at 300 K. It should be 216 

noted that Gavryushkin et al. (2017) find the stability of “aragonite-II” phase in similar pressure 217 

range at 0 K. The apparent discrepancy can be ascribed to the different simulation details and 218 

also such small energetic differences. At 2000 K, the energy difference increases to larger than 219 

2.5 kJ/mol (i.e. 5 meV/atom), which means the “aragonite-II” phase becomes increasingly 220 

unstable at high temperatures. The “CaCO3-Pnma-h” phase similarly approaches quite near the 221 

stable phase right around the phase transition from the “CaCO3-P21/c-l” phase to the “post-222 

aragonite” phase with minimum free energy differences of about 1.0 and 4.0 kJ/mol at 300 K and 223 

2000 K, respectively. The “CaCO3-VI” phase also approaches the stable phase at around 24 GPa, 224 

where the aragonite begins to be unstable, with minimum free energy differences of about 2.4 225 

and 3.3 kJ/mol at these two temperatures. The “pyroxene-type” phase, which resembles the 226 

“CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase with fourfold coordinated carbon atoms, seems to be quite unstable with 227 

a free energy significantly higher than that of the stable phases by over 13.5 kJ/mol. 228 

 229 
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(b) 236 

Figure 2. Gibbs free energies of CaCO3 polymorphs relative to that of aragonite at (a) 300 K and 237 

(b) 2000 K. The thermodynamic stable phase with the lowest Gibbs free energy is marked with 238 

shaded red line. Insets are the focused plots within the pressure regime of 20-60 GPa to show the 239 

small free energy differences more clearly. 240 

 241 

By connecting the intersections of the free energy curves, we obtain the phase diagram of 242 

CaCO3 in Fig. 3. The transition pressures between the phase “CaCO3-P21/c-l” and its 243 

neighborhoods (aragonite at the lower pressure side and “post-aragonite” at the higher pressure 244 

side) are relatively insensitive to temperature. The Clapeyron slopes of the boundaries are 245 

slightly negative and are around -1.97(4) MPa/K, which is quite close to the most recent 246 

experimental measurements (Li et al., 2017a). The upper phase boundary of the “post-aragonite” 247 

phase, on the other hand, is very sensitive to temperature, with an average Clapeyron slope of 248 

15.81(6) MPa/K. Compared with the transition slopes, the absolute positions of the phase 249 

boundaries have more uncertainty since the free energy differences between the adjacent phases 250 

are small around the transition points. We have evaluated the uncertainties of the phase 251 

boundaries by considering a typical cumulative error of 2 kJ/mol in the calculated free energy 252 

contrast of the coexisting phases. As shown in Fig. 3, within the uncertainties, the predicted 253 

phase regions agree quite well with those experimentally-determined for the “post-aragonite” 254 

phase (Ono et al., 2005). For the “CaCO3-P21/c-l” phase, its upper boundary is predicted in good 255 

agreement with recent experiments (Gavryushkin et al 2017; Li et al., 2018), while its lower 256 

boundary is slightly lower than that determined by Li et al (2018) and remarkably lower than that 257 

observed by Gavryushkin et al (2017). The recent experimental observation of the “CaCO3-258 

P21/c-h” phase (Lobanov et al., 2017) lies right at the predicted phase regime in this study while 259 

the onset of the transition pressure (~103 GPa at ~2000 K) is higher than the predicted boundary 260 

here (~87.46.6 GPa). 261 
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Figure 3. Phase diagram of CaCO3 based on previous experimental measurements and current 264 

first principles simulations. The three black solid curves are the predicted phase boundaries of 265 

the stable polymorphs as indicated with bold colored texts. The blue dashed curves are the 266 

predicted pseudo phase boundary between the aragonite and “post-aragonite” (marked as P1) and 267 

that between the “post-aragonite” and “pyroxene-type” phases (marked as P2), as discussed in 268 

section 3.2. The shadows around these curves show the effects of uncertainties in the free energy 269 

(illustrated with a typical 2 kJ/mol here) on the predicted phase boundaries. For the experimental 270 

data, the half-filled symbols are on the phase boundaries while the filled symbols are in the one-271 

phase field (in purple for “post-aragonite”, in magenta for “CaCO3-P21/c-h” and in blue for 272 

“pyroxene-type”, in red for “CaCO3-P21/c-l”). The olive curve is the melting curve determined 273 

by Spivak et al (2012). The cyan straight lines are the phase boundaries for the “CaCO3-P21/c-l” 274 

as estimated by Li et al. (2018). 275 

 276 

3.2. Kinetic effects for the stability of CaCO3 277 

Compared with silicates, carbonates show much complexity with more varieties of 278 

reversible metastable transitions, which introduces challenges for experimental measurements 279 

and theoretical predictions. Through our calculations in this study, we have found that the free 280 

energy differences among adjacent polymorphs are very small. As mentioned above, the 281 

“CaCO3-VI” phase excluded from the phase diagram in Fig. 3 is actually only slightly unstable 282 

relative to the stable phases (Fig. 2). Therefore, its presence in high pressure experiment from 283 

~15 GPa to ~40 GPa (Merlini et al., 2012) may be explained either by possible uncertainties in 284 
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our calculations or by kinetic barriers of equilibrium phase transitions often encountered in the 285 

experiments (Ono et al., 2005; Ono et al., 2007). The observations of the “aragonite-II” phase in 286 

the recent experiment by Gavryushkin et al. (2017) can be explained in the same manner. 287 

Another noticeable deviation of our calculated phase diagram from the experiments is 288 

that the predicted stable phase at highest pressures (to over 140 GPa) is not in accordance with 289 

the experimentally-observed one by Ono et al. (2007). As pointed out by Pickard and Needs 290 

(2015), the limited resolution of the experimental spectrum at these extreme pressures may not 291 

allow a good discrimination between the “pyroxene-type” phase claimed by Ono et al (2007) and 292 

the energetically much more stable “CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase. Alternatively, it is possible that the 293 

discrepancy may be ascribed to the energy barriers along the possible phase transition routes 294 

taken by the experiments. Although quantitative evaluations of the kinetic reaction barriers are 295 

out of the scope of this study, the compression of CaCO3 seems to follow two different phase 296 

transition routes with high barriers in between: one is the “orthorhombic phase transition route” 297 

from aragonite to “post-aragonite” and finally to the “pyroxene-type” phase, while the other is 298 

the “monoclinic phase transition route” from the “CaCO3-P21/c-l” phase to the “CaCO3-P21/c-h” 299 

phase. The energy barriers for the phase transitions along either of these routes are likely to be 300 

small as compared to those for the phase transitions between the two routes. Indeed, the “CaCO3-301 

P21/c-l” phase is found to spontaneously collapse to the “CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase at around 70-80 302 

GPa without any energy barrier. And the recent study of Lobanov et al. (2017) proved that the 303 

barrier height between “post-aragonite” and “CaCO3-P21/c-h” is large. In this sense it seems to 304 

be plausible that two additional metastable phase transition boundaries may be more relevant to 305 

the experiments interfered by the kinetic barrier problem in this pressure range. In Fig. 3, the 306 

blue dashed line marked with “P1” is for the transition from the aragonite to “post-aragonite”, 307 

and that marked with “P2” is for the transition from the “post-aragonite” to “pyroxene-type” 308 

phase. The Claypayon slopes of these two phase transitions are similar to those of the phase 309 

transitions “CaCO3-P21/c-l”-“post-aragonite” and “post-aragonite”-“CaCO3-P21/c-h”. Within the 310 

uncertainties, the experimental findings by Ono et al. (2007) can be reasonably explained in this 311 

way. 312 

 313 

3.3. Reactions (R1) and (R2) 314 

In these two reactions, five polymorphs of MgCO3 have been included in our extensive 315 

molecular dynamics and lattice dynamics simulations, namely, conventional magnesite (space 316 

group 3R c ), “MgCO3-phase II” (space group C2/m) and “MgCO3-phase III” (space group P21) 317 

as predicted by Oganov et al. (2008), “ 3MgCO 1P ” and “MgCO3-P212121” as predicted by 318 

Pickard and Needs (2015). These structures are also included in the supporting information (Data 319 

Set S1). Using the same approach as for CaCO3 described above, we obtain a phase diagram for 320 

MgCO3 composition as shown in Fig. 4. The “MgCO3-phase III” and “MgCO3-P212121” are 321 

found to be closely equivalent in energy and are stable above ~144 GPa. Therefore, in the inner 322 

plot of Fig. 45 only three polymorphs are involved and the “ 3MgCO 1P ” phase finds its 323 

stability in a limited regime, which explains the recent experiments that magnesite transforms 324 

directly to “MgCO3-phase II” at high temperatures (Maeda et al., 2017). 325 

For the silicates and oxides in these two reactions, we calculated their free energies in the 326 

framework of quasi-harmonic approximation theory by considering the following polymorphs: 327 
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MgSiO3 in bridgmanite and “post-perovskite” structures (Oganov and Ono, 2004; Zhang et al., 328 

2013); CaSiO3 in tetragonal perovskite I4/mcm structure (Stixrude et al., 2007) ; MgO in rocksalt 329 

structure; CaO in B1 (NaCl) and B2 (CsCl) structures. The core radii 2.3 a.u. for Ca (with [Ne] 330 

core), 2.0 a.u. for Mg (valence configuration with p semi-core valence state, 2p63s2), 1.5 a.u. for 331 

C (with [He] core), 1.6 a.u. for Si (with [Ne] core), 1.52 a.u. for O (with [He] core). The 332 

supercells and number of atoms for these phases are listed in the supporting information (Table 333 

S1). The other simulation settings for MgCO3, MgSiO3, CaSiO3, MgO, CaO and SiO2 are 334 

essentially identical with those for CaCO3, with LDA and PAW implementation of VASP and 335 

also with the aid of Phonopy. 336 

All the simulated properties of reactants and products in these reactions are corrected 337 

using the rescaling method, with the reference free energies at standard condition (
exp

0 0( , )F V T  in 338 

Eqn. 4) selected from the self-consistent thermodynamic database compiled by Holland et al. 339 

(2013). The rescaling parameters for all the relevant compositions can be found in the supporting 340 

information (Table S3). From the derived ∆G (free energy change) of the reaction (R1), we find 341 

the CaCO3 + MgO are much more stable than CaO + MgCO3 over the temperature and pressure 342 

ranges interested in this study, which means the athermal stability of the reactants as predicted by 343 

Oganov et al. (2008) and Pickard and Needs (2015) still hold at high temperatures. The ∆G of 344 

reaction (R2), on the other hand, shows more complex variations as revealed in Fig. 4. 345 

It is clear from Fig. 4 that the products of the reaction (R2) are significantly more stable 346 

than the reactants from ~20 GPa to ~50 GPa, which is in agreement with previous experimental 347 

observations over similar pressure range (Biellmann et al., 1993). At lower pressures, the trend 348 

shown in Fig. 4 agrees with the experimental findings of more calcic carbonates with decreasing 349 

pressure (Luth, 1999), although this may only be regarded as illustrative since the bridgmanite 350 

and CaSiO3-perovskite we considered in our calculations are only stable above ~25 GPa in the 351 

mantle (vertical dotted line). At higher pressures, the higher density of the CaCO3-polymorph 352 

relative to the MgCO3-polymorph greatly diminishes the free energy change of reaction (R2), 353 

especially at pressures above ~70 GPa at low temperatures. The CaCO3 would be finally 354 

stabilized relative to the MgCO3 at ~100 GPa at 300 K, which agrees with the calculations by 355 

Pickard and Needs (2015). On the other hand, the pressure-induced re-stabilization of CaCO3 is 356 

found to be hindered by the entropic effects of temperature and the field of MgCO3 + CaSiO3 357 

opens towards higher pressures with increasing temperature. If we further take into account the 358 

phase transformation and noticeable anharmonicity of CaSiO3-perovskite (as compared with 359 

MgSiO3 polymorphs) (Stixrude et al., 2007), the stability region of MgCO3 in reaction (R2) 360 

would be even more expanded. 361 

 362 
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Figure 4. Relative stability of CaCO3 and MgCO3 from the Gibbs free energy change (∆G) of 364 

reaction (R2). Phase relations of MgCO3 polymorphs up to 140 GPa and 3500 K are shown in 365 

the inset plot. The vertical dotted line corresponds to ~25 GPa above which bridgmanite and 366 

CaCO3-perovskite become stable. 367 

 368 

 369 

3.4. Reaction (R3) 370 

As shown in Fig. 5 with the bold solid line, the reaction line of (R3) has already been 371 

tightly constrained up to over 50 GPa in our recent measurements with synchrotron X-ray 372 

diffraction in laser-heated diamond anvil cells (Li,, et al., 2018). To extend this line to even 373 

higher pressures without the need of modeling CO2 and O2, which are still inadequate and 374 

challenging (Litasov, et al., 2011a; Litasov, et al., 2017), we find the following reaction 375 

examined Reaction (R3) is more complex than the two mineral reactions mentioned above since 376 

the volatile phases of CO2 or O2 may be fluids, whose free energies are much more challenging 377 

to be computed. Getting around this problem, we propose an indirect way to constrain the 378 

reaction line for (R3) with our results mentioned above and the most recent experimental data. 379 

As shown in Fig. 5, the following reaction has been experimentally determined by Maeda et al. 380 

(2017) 381 

MgCO3 + SiO2 = MgSiO3 + CO2 or MgCO3 + SiO2 = MgSiO3 + C + O2  (R4) 382 

which iscan be closely related to reaction (R3) by 383 

 GR3 = GR2 + GR4        (7) 384 
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Since ∆GR20 over the mantle conditions as mentioned above, it can be inferred that the 385 

reaction line of (R3) should lie below (i.e., at lower temperature than) that of (R4), which is in 386 

accord with our recent measurements (Li et al., 2018). If we calculate the ∆G of reaction (R3) 387 

along the reaction line of (R4) (denoted as 
R 4R3| 0GG   ), which equals ∆GR2 according to Eqn. (7) 388 

since ∆GR4=0, we find it approximately varies in three stages: first increases quickly from ~40 389 

GPa to ~75 GPa, then slightly decreases to ~120 GPa, and then further increases and finally 390 

approaches zero, as shown at the top of Fig. 6. Assuming ∆G would be in proportion to the 391 

temperature (since the entropic difference (∆S) of the reactions are relatively insensitive to the 392 

pressure), the opposite trends between the slopes of the two reactions (R3) and (R4) at relatively 393 

lower pressures can be plausibly explained by the initial increase of 
R 4R3| 0GG   . Then the slight 394 

decrease of 
R 4R3| 0GG    in the second stage may result in a slightly departing but almost parallel 395 

extension of both reaction lines. The further increase in the third stage would gradually lead to an 396 

intersection point where the three reactions meet. With these constraints and considering the 397 

possible phase transformations of each component, we finally obtain the reaction line of (R3) as 398 

shown in Fig. 5 (Maeda et al., 2017). 399 
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Figure 5. Schematic reaction line of (R3) based on the recent experimental constraints and 402 

simulated data in this study. The phase diagram of the MgCO3-SiO2 system, with measured 403 

reaction line of (R4) (in green) and phase boundaries of relevant phases (St: stishovite; CS: 404 

CaCl2-type SiO2; Se: seifertite; Mgs: magnesite; MgsII: magnesite-phase II; Brd: bridgmanite; 405 
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PPv: MgSiO3-post-perovskite), follows that proposed by Maeda et al. (2017). Phase boundaries 406 

of CaCO3 polymorphs predicted in this study are included with light-gray solid lines. The 407 

reaction line of (R3) below 60 GPa (in bold solid line) is the measured curve in our recent study 408 

(Li et al., 2018) and that above 60 GPa (in bold dashed line) is extended by considering the phase 409 

boundaries and the free energy change of reaction (R3) (∆GR3) along the reaction line of (R4) 410 

(∆GR4=0), as plotted on the top of the figure. The reaction line of (R2) (∆GR2=0) is shown in red. 411 

Geotherms of subducted slabs are shown after Maeda et al. (2017). 412 

 413 

It should be noted that this indirect way of extending the reaction line of (R3) may 414 

involve noticeable uncertainty, mostly from that of the reaction line of (R4). Although Maeda et 415 

al. (2017) constrains the de-carbonation reaction boundaries of MgCO3 much more precisely 416 

with increased number of high T-P measurements as compared with its previous studies (e.g., 417 

Seto, et al., (2008)), the temperature and pressure uncertainties for each data point are still 418 

remarkable (up to 10 GPa and 370 K, see Fig. 2 and Table S1 in Maeda et al. (2017)). The steep 419 

gradient of decomposition boundary of CO2 as shown in Fig. 5, in particular, should be highly 420 

uncertain and is apparently inconsistent with the previous estimations (Litasov, et al., 2011a). On 421 

the other hand, since we have precise estimations of the reaction boundary up to ~60 GPa, and 422 

the decomposition slope of CO2 seems to be negative (see Fig. 4 in Litasov et al. (2011a)), the 423 

higher pressure extension would not significantly deviate from that depicted in Fig. 5. 424 

 425 

3.5. Implications for the fate of CaCO3 in the deep mantle 426 

From the new constraints obtained in this study and taking into account the solidi of 427 

carbonate systems (Litasov et al., 2013; Thomson et al., 2014) as shown in the integrated 428 

diagram in Fig. 6, we may obtain a clearer picture on the fate of CaCO3 in the deep mantle: 429 

Firstly, a large proportion of CaCO3 component would be transported and melted along 430 

with the other carbonate components in many slabs up to the top region of the lower mantle (~20 431 

GPa, rarely to ~50 GPa, as enclosed by the solidi of the CaCO3-MgCO3 system and alkaline 432 

carbonate). As noticed by Litasov (2011b) and Kakizawa et al (2015), eutectic melting of CaCO3 433 

and MgCO3 with silicates in the pressure range of 6-30 GPa may also take effects. Rapidly 434 

percolating through the surrounding mantle and moving upwards due to their buoyancy 435 

(Hammouda & Laporte, 2000), the generated calcic carbonatite melts are closely related with the 436 

formation of diamond (Rohrbach & Schmidt, 2011; Hammouda & Keshav, 2015).  437 

Secondly, a few CaCO3 component survived from melting in the cold slabs would readily 438 

react with MgSiO3 and SiO2. Due to the temperature effects, calcium prefers to be partitioned 439 

into the silicates as CaSiO3 (e.g., through reactions R2 and R3). Different from redox melting 440 

and freezing (Rohrbach & Schmidt, 2011), these reactions of CaCO3 provide alternative route to 441 

produce deep diamonds or deep volatiles of CO2 or O2.  442 

Thirdly, when CaCO3 is transported in the “very cold” slabs with very low temperatures, 443 

the free energy changes of reactions (R2) and (R3) are small. Taking into account the sluggish 444 

kinetics in solid phases, the possibility of CaCO3-bearing solid solutions with other carbonate 445 

components in these slabs cannot be fully excluded. 446 

 447 
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Figure 6. An integrated diagram for the reactions and meltings of CaCO3 and MgCO3 in the 449 

Earth’s deep mantle. Besides the reaction lines of R2-R4, two solidi of carbonate systems 450 

(CaCO3-MgCO3 marked as Ca-Mg (Thomson et al., 2014) and (K,Na)2Ca4(CO3)5 marked as Ca-451 

K-Na (Litasov et al., 2013)) are included here for discussions. 452 

 453 

 454 

4 Conclusions 455 

In this study, we have calculated the thermodynamic properties of CaCO3 with extensive 456 

first principles simulations over wide range of temperatures and pressures. The re-scaling 457 

method we proposed to eliminate the systematic errors in the simulated results shows its success 458 

in predicting various properties that are in good agreement with experiments and facilitates the 459 

precise comparisons among different datasets. The combination of lattice dynamics and 460 

molecular dynamics simulations provides a simple way to calculate the free energy with 461 

anharmonicity and increases the accuracy of calculated properties at high temperatures. 462 

Based on these methods, we derive the phase diagram of CaCO3 that is in accord with 463 

most recent experiments and suggest that kinetic effects may influence the experimental 464 

determined phase transitions. The phase boundaries of sp3 bonding tetrahedrally structured high 465 

pressure polymorphs (the “CaCO3-P21/c-h” phase and the “pyroxene-type” phase) are found to 466 

be sensitive to temperature. These results clarify the strong temperature effects that have not 467 

been systematically explored before and provide new constraints on the stability of CaCO3 under 468 

deep mantle conditions. 469 
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Finally, we find that high temperature greatly increases the tendency of partitioning 470 

calcium of CaCO3 into the silicates and produce CaSiO3. From both the reactions with MgSiO3 471 

and SiO2, CaCO3 turns out to be less stable relative to the other forms of carbon (MgCO3, CO2 or 472 

C) over mantle conditions. Different from the findings of previous theoretical predictions, 473 

CaCO3 cannot be re-stabilized even in the cold slabs and thus is not the major host of carbon in 474 

the Earth’s deep mantle. 475 

 476 
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